
Test Wars

	
 Reform-mandated, low-income, test-based accountability. 
Testing days, grading days, training days, assessment days, technology days; statistical 

analysis, data teams, repeated observations; compulsory in-school conferences, requisite out-of-
school assemblies; annual evaluations, forced placements, personnel shuffling, administrative 
shifting, curriculum overhauls; incessantly commanded school status briefings, consequentially 
ordered test score status de-briefings. 

Day upon day of a non-differentiated educator development.  
Piling up, the measures of a “benevolent” accountability entered low-income schools so 

quickly, and so invasively, that they felt physically to be a true military bombardment.  Taking on 
the role of unofficial generals in this national war for a no-excuses statistical reform, semi-
administrative personnel were added to the escalating ranks of a well-paid non-teaching staff.  

At our school?  
Ms. Dovinjlender – more conveniently known to us as Ms. D – was hired and 

indisputably placed in charge of assessment.  
Although the mandates of testing now seriously impeded an actual classroom instruction, 

tests and only tests held importance for Ms. D.*  An extremely organized woman, Ms. D made 
sure that nothing, and that was an absolute nothing, ever stood in her way.  Dispersing a volley 
of staccato commands, Ms. D’s well-armored tunnel vision allowed her to organize the 
unqualified hell out of state-ordered testing days.  

What she hadn’t counted on, however.
What this systematic woman hadn’t foreseen?  
Was that, as a response to the ever more aggressive penalties demanded by an 

increasingly intolerant accountability, the growing frenzy behind each year’s ever more 
deregulated reform would, sharply and bafflingly, warp original intentions around a once-a-year 
state testing.  That, taking a hard right turn?  Minimally regulated money-garnering measures 
would first invade, and then transform, her meticulously organized building into a chaotically 
spinning three-ring circus: A frenzied extravaganza which had become unexpectedly lodged 
under the don’t-talk-back management of a never stable and ever shifting parade of belligerently 
inexperienced ringleaders.  

All of whom? 
Felt it obligatory to throw out suddenly imperative directives.  
Unexpectedly, four-time-a-year district tests were added to Ms. D’s already busy 

schedule.  And, then?  
Reading tests traditionally administered only as-needed by literacy personnel were made 

requisite for any student who had shown weaknesses on state testing.  Additionally, in an effort 
to build a more direct access to reform funding, supplemental subject testing would now be 
essential for the heavily mandated (if sporadically created and precipitately re-created) courses of 
intervention. 

Oh, and Ms. D?  
High school juniors and seniors who had traditionally taken their college entrance exams 

at controlled sites on weekends – well, surely these students (along with each and every one of 
their now immovably obligated peers)† would be best able to complete these complicated tests 
inside their own buildings.  Administered not by a narrowly selected outside personnel, but by 
in-house employees who would have to be trained, these nationally recognized tests could (oh, 



undoubtedly, this was logical) take place disruptively in-building during the course of a normal 
academic week.

And, then?  
Well, here was an additionally inspired idea: Why not pull this increasingly unruly 

assessment circus together under the big-top of computer testing.  Although, well, yes; due to 
painful budget cuts it was true that you never could count upon reliably functioning computer 
labs.  (Oh, now, for Pete’s sake, Ms. D – surely you could’t expect low-income, reform-invaded 
buildings spending so much of their money on innovation to keep full-time computer technicians 
on staff?)  

Also.  
Well, yes, it was true.  
Due to the continued dependence upon written responses, these tests could not, actually, 

be graded, as had been enthusiastically promised, by computers.  Employees would have to be 
rounded up and trained – again.

And?  
Oh well, now, see; the thing was.  
A multiple-year district contract with previously hired test writers had not, in fact, been 

honored.  But, since we still have the contract – well, why not (my, here, surely, was the most 
sensible solution) simply administer both tests.  

You understand, Ms. D?
In days of a no-excuses statistical intervention, there simply was no such thing as 

aggressively amassing an excessively unnecessary data; no such thing as inflexibly collecting a 
gratuitous number of those never-endingly mandated scores.

*National education unions have begun to argue their case to the press: When so many teachers are now expected to 
spend upwards of 30% of their time in testing, could this ever be pared back to an old-days traditional expectation of 
only 5%?  (And as, here and there, a few politicians have been seen to publicly sign legislation for “cutting back on 
testing,” what is not seen is the fact that an already massively appended testing is now being cut back only to the 
point where aditional time will yet be required for a mandated testing.  “It’s as if,” suggested a peer, “they keep 
taking us three steps forward, and then publicly cut only one step back.”)

†A fact conveniently ignored by nay-saying statisticians: When an abruptly appended number of students in an 
increasingly diverse society are suddenly forced to participate in an immovably mandated testing, traditional result 
levels will inevitably fall.  (As in: “More students are taking the SAT; SAT test scores are at an all-time low.”)


